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Abstract
The thesis explores the concept of listening effort by investigating changes in pupil
dilation during a speech-in-noise test with six different listening conditions. The
changes in pupil size have been captured with an eye tracking device. The test group
consisted of 20 volunteers. The results of the listening test revealed that maskers
and reverberation had a detrimental effect on speech intelligibility. Mean and peak
pupil dilation measurements for anechoic conditions displayed similar patterns, with
larger pupil sizes observed for masker types with higher speech recognition thresholds,
indicating increased listening effort. The impact of reverberation varied depending
on the noise type.

This thesis, along with previous studies, highlights the potential of pupillometry as
a relevant tool providing an insight into speech processing difficulties not captured
by standard diagnostic methods. It suggests that pupillometry could complement
existing practices and methods in hearing evaluation. However, further research and
the development of detailed guidelines for pupil data pre-processing are necessary to
enhance the reliability of pupillometry in clinical settings. By doing so, this method
could contribute to a better understanding of hearing challenges faced by patients
on a daily basis.
Keywords listening effort, speech intelligibility, pupillometry, speech-in-noise test
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Symbols and abbreviations

Abbreviations
LE - listening effort
PTA - pure tone average
AMA - American Medical Association
HL - hearing loss
BE - the better ear of a patient
WE - the worse ear of a patient
WHO - World Health Organisation
HHL - hidden hearing loss
dB - decibel
dB HL - decibels hearing level, reference is the average normal-hearing listener
dB SPL - decibels sound pressure level, the reference value is 20 micropascals
OAE - otoacoustic emission
SRT - speech recognition threshold
SAT - speech awareness threshold
TTS - temporary threshold shift
PTS - permanent threshold shift
HIV - human immunodeficiency virus
CNS - central nervous system
EM - energetic masking
SN - speech shaped noise
BN2 - doubled-phase babble noise
BN - traditional babble noise
ADHD - attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
RT - reaction time
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1 Introduction
Hearing impairment is a growing problem among all age groups. It is often referred
to as the “invisible disability”. In addition to a lack of visible symptoms, hearing
problems are frequently stigmatized in communities and overlooked by policy-makers.
Unidentified or neglected hearing problems may have a negative effect on language
development and psychosocial well-being. As hearing plays an important role in
communication, hearing loss can hinder social interactions, educational attainments,
economic independence, thus lowering the quality of life. According to estimates by
the World Health Organization, over 1.5 billion people currently struggle with some
degree of hearing loss, with the number possibly rising to 2.5 billion by 2050 [1].

Despite the existence of various standardised methods used in diagnostic hear-
ing evaluation, some conditions can still remain undetected. For instance, while
pure-tone audiometry is helpful in diagnosing some inner ear problems, the results
often do not reflect communication difficulties reported by the patients [2]. One
contributing factor to these diagnostic limitations is exclusive focus on the auditory
system. However, as cognitive function plays a crucial role in speech perception,
issues can arise not only at the auditory level but also at the cognitive level. Cogni-
tive decline has been found to be strongly associated with hearing impairment, and
studies suggest that patients with cognitive impairments may experience more daily
communication difficulties in noisy environments than cognitively healthy people [3].

Such communication difficulties may be linked to listening effort (LE). LE refers to
increased use of cognitive resources required to complete the listening tasks. Vari-
ous factors, including non-canonical or degraded source signals, interference during
sound transmission, or listener’s limitations, can contribute to increased cognitive
demand. When the listener is sufficiently motivated, increased cognitive processing
and listening effort can be observed. Previous research on listening effort commonly
involves a listening task in acoustically adverse conditions causing deterioration of
speech intelligibility. Participants are often asked to repeat speech presented with
different types of background noise, such as stationary noise or single-talker masker
[4]. Simultaneously, changes in cognitive load and listening effort are detected with
methods such as pupillometry, neuroimaging techniques, as well as skin conductance
and reaction time measures.

Research suggests that prolonged effort might lead to listening-related fatigue. Such
long-standing fatigue can lead to deterioration of overall well-being and quality of
life, especially for people with hearing impairments, who are exposed to greater
listening effort in everyday life. Despite many studies focusing on listening effort, it
still remains unclear whether listening effort is a single concept or term for multiple
phenomena [5]. Moreover, there is also no agreement on how to interpret observed
changes in pupil dilation during effortful listening. Better understanding of the po-
tential link between listening effort and pupil dilation would be helpful in developing
reliable and standardised listening effort measure, that could complement existing
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diagnostic techniques. In addition, knowledge about listening effort could be used
in developing other tools supporting diagnostics, such as counselling sessions or
strategies to reduce listening effort.

Although numerous studies have investigated relation between various types of
maskers and listening effort indicated by pupil dilation, few of these have focused on
the influence of reverberation. Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to determine
the effect of three different masker types and reverberation on speech intelligibility
and pupil dilation, which could indicate changes in cognitive load and listening
effort. In order to accomplish this aim, the thesis will use a speech-in-noise test
to experimentally determine the speech intelligibility of recordings by varying six
acoustic test conditions with three different noise types used as maskers: speech
shaped noise, doubled-phase babble noise and traditional babble noise. Each masker
type is repeated twice, with and without the reverberation. In order to assess listening
effort, twenty participants are asked to repeat recorded speech while performing
pupillometry, indicating changes in the cognitive load.

The rest of the thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 discusses hearing,
current standardised diagnostic methods and their limitations. The chapter also
explores the concept of listening effort and summarises previous findings. Chapter 3
outlines the methods used both for the experiment and for analysis of the results.
Chapter 4 presents and discusses the results of the thesis. Chapter 5 concludes the
thesis by discussing the impact of the thesis results on the development of future
applications and by suggesting directions for the future experiments.

2 Hearing and standard diagnostic methods
This chapter discusses physiology of hearing as well as standardised methods used in
diagnostic hearing evaluation. It explains the concept of listening effort and includes
a review of relevant prior studies.

2.1 Anatomy and physiology of the ear
Sound propagating through the air is captured by the external ear. Firstly, sound
is collected by pinna. Due to its shape, pinna plays a role in localizing sounds and
makes humans more sensitive to the sounds coming from the front. Sound travels to
the eardrum through the ear canal. The length of the canal is typically around 2.5
cm. It works as a quarter-wavelength resonator. Due to its dimensions, it emphasizes
frequencies of 3–4 kHz. Eardrum passes the mechanical vibrations to the middle
ear, where vibrations are transmitted through three small bones (ossicles): malleus,
incus and stapes. Muscles attached to ossicles also play important role in sound
transmission into the inner ear. Contraction of these muscles makes the chain of
ossicles more rigid and consequently, less energy is transmitted to the cochlea. The
phenomenon is called attenuation reflex and it is triggered by a neural response
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caused by loud sounds. One of the functions of attenuation reflex is protection of the
inner ear that could be damaged by the loud sounds. However, since it takes about
50-100 milliseconds, it is not an effective protection from loud and rapid sounds.
Through the oval window, vibrations are passed to the cochlea and the semicircular
canals, located in the inner ear, and they are converted into movement of the liquid
medium and neural activity. The anatomy of outer, middle and inner ear is presented
in figure 1.

Figure 1: Anatomy of the outer, middle, and inner ear [6].

Cochlea is one of the crucial elements of the auditory system for pitch percep-
tion. It is a spiral-shaped tube with basilar membrane and bony shelf splitting
it in the middle (figure 2). Upper part of the tube is called scala vestibuli and
lower part of the tube - scala tympani. The middle chamber is separated from
the upper part of the tube by Reissner’s membrane. The fluids present in both
scala vestibuli and scala tympani are known as perilymph, while scala media is
filled with endolymph. The fluids have different concentration of K+ and Na+ ions,
which causes an electrical potential of about 80 mV at Reissner’s membrane. Basilar
membrane is located in the middle part of cochlea, between scala tympani and
scala media. The stiffness, width and mass of the membrane is not constant. It is
narrower, less massive, and stiffer close to the oval window and wider, more massive
and less stiff in the other end. Characteristics change gradually. Each point of the
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Figure 2: Structure of human cochlea [7].

membrane has a characteristic frequency, at which the amplitude of vibrations is
the highest. The highest frequencies resonate at the narrow and stiff base of the
membrane. For the lowest frequencies, amplitude is the highest at the other end of
the membrane (figure 3). The phenomenon of frequency-to-place mapping is called
tonotopy and it was discovered by Georg von Békésy. His groundbreaking work
earned him the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1961. Tonotopy start-
ing in cochlea continues throughout the auditory pathways up to the auditory cortex.

Figure 3: The response of the basilar membrane [6].
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Mechanical vibrations are transformed into neural activity in the organ of Corti
by auditory receptor cells called hair cells. Hair cells are not neurons, they lack
axons and they do not produce the action potentials. Each of the cells has 10-300
hairy-looking stereocilia. Movements of the basilar membrane cause bending of
the stereocilia. Depolarization or hyperpolarization of the hair cell depends on the
direction of bending. Special ion channel is located at the tip of each stereocilia.
Opening the channels allows the current flow, which is caused by movement of small
amounts of potassium ions (K+) from the endolymph into the hair cell. It results in
depolarization of the hair cell and opening calcium channels. Movement of calcium
ions (Ca2+) triggers the release of neurotransmitter glutamate. Consequently, the
spiral ganglion neurons fire action potentials that carry auditory information through
the auditory pathway to the brain [6], [7].

2.2 Speech production and speech perception
Speech differs from other auditory stimuli, therefore speech perception is also different
from general auditory perception. Speech sounds are limited by abilities of human
vocal mechanism. During speech production, air flow from the lungs passes through
the vocal folds that are either kept open or vibrating. The rate of vibration depends
on the individual anatomical features, the size of the folds and muscle tension placed
on them in particular. Therefore, more massive, male vocal folds produce lower rate
vibrations and lower pitch voice. The speech signal is perceived as voiced when the
vocal folds are vibrating. The voiceless sounds are produced when the vocal folds
are not vibrating.

Signal in the human auditory system is converted in the similar manner as it is
in Fourier transform - changes of the frequency over time are analysed. The rate
of vibration corresponds to the fundamental frequency, its integer multiples to the
harmonics. The vocal tract acts as a filter - it passes some frequencies and attenuates
the others, creating different resonances with movement of the tongue, lips and
jaw. The resonances of the vocal tract are referred to as formants. The formant
patterns are crucial for identifying vowels. They determine so called vowel quality.
For recognizing the linguistic information, first three formants are the most important.
For example, in English language the biggest difference between the frequencies of
the first and the second vowel is observed in the vowel i, while the smallest - in vowel
u. The exact formant frequencies depend on speaker’s vocal tract anatomy and are
not crucial for recognizing the vowels. Humans have the ability to quickly adjust to
the differences in formants produced by different speakers.

Consonants are produced in different articulation manners. They can be both
voiced and voiceless, which is an important cue in differentiating them. Another
important factor is the length of the sound. Consonant sound can include noise
that is produced by the air flow passing through constricted parts of the vocal tract.
For example, plosive consonants such as p, b, t, d or k, involve three distinctive
parts. Firstly, closure, when air is kept in the mouth and no sound is produced. It is
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followed by plosion, when compressed air is released and noise part, produced by
passing air.

The ability to distinguish speech sounds based on their formants or different com-
ponents such as plosion or noise, are important for speech perception. Therefore,
hearing is crucial in communication and hearing impairments may be a considerable
obstacle in everyday life.

2.3 Factors leading to hearing loss
There are many factors experienced at different stages of life that influence one’s
hearing capacity - genetic, biological, psychosocial and environmental. Genetic factors
include 11 syndromes that are currently associated with hearing loss, for example:
Usher’s syndrome or Alport syndrome. It is estimated that over 50% of genetic factors
cause the hearing loss for newborns. Moreover, the following infections and pathogens
passed by the mother during the intrauterine period can contribute to the hearing
loss: toxoplasmosis, human immunodeficiency virus, rubella or cytomegalovirus.
According to WHO estimations, they cause up to 40% of non-genetic congenital
hearing loss [1]. Other factors at the very early stage of life that can have detrimental
effect on hearing are lack of sufficient amount of oxygen during birth and low-birth
weight (below 1500 g). During childhood and adolescence, main risks are otitis media
and other infections. Chronic otitis media can cause the accumulation of the fluid
in the middle ear, perforated eardrum drum or erosion of middle ear ossicles and
consequently, it can disrupt transmission of the sound vibrations. Measles, mumps
and other common childhood infections can also lead to permanent hearing loss.
Depending on the pathogen, loss can be caused by ischemia, cell or auditory nerve
damage.

In adult life, lifestyle choices play an important role in one’s hearing capacity.
For example, smoking significantly increases risk of hearing loss due to antioxidative
and vascular effects of cigarette smoke. It can also directly interfere with the trans-
mission of auditory stimuli. Importantly, passive smokers are also at risk. Another
major factor is exposure to loud noises, for example recreational sounds, occupational
or environmental noise. Long or regular exposure can lead to permanent damage
of the hair cells or other parts of cochlea. Structures responsible for processing
high frequencies are affected first. Progression of hearing loss can be caused by
continued exposure. According to WHO estimations, 50% of teenagers and young
adults (12-35 years old) are at risk of hearing loss because of unsafe levels of sounds
in recreational settings [1]. Nutritional deficiencies can also contribute to hearing
problems, especially deficit of vitamin A, zinc and iron.

Lastly, several conditions and diseases such as viral infections (HIV, Ebola, Lassa
virus, etc.), some gene mutations, otosclerosis (abnormal bone growth inside the ear),
hypertension, diabetes, central adiposity, ear or head trauma and many others are
associated with increased risk of hearing loss. Depending on the disease, they can
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cause either conductive or sensorineural problems. Age is another major factor. It is
estimated that over 65% adults above the age of 60 years old experience hearing loss
[1]. Due to the changes in the inner ear and higher centres, difficulty in hearing speech
and other sounds may occur. The degree of age-related hearing loss is influenced by
genetic predisposition.

2.4 Audiometry
Audiometry is a science of measuring hearing and functioning of auditory system.
Diagnostics techniques can be divided into two main categories: subjective and
objective. Subjective tests require patient’s cooperation and active participation,
usually by listening and responding. Subjective methods are commonly used and it
is possible to conduct them with most patients. Objective methods enable getting
the results even when the patient is not listening to the sound events included in the
test, therefore they can be used in cases when patients are unwilling or unable to
cooperate. For instance, there are used in diagnostics of the infants or monitoring
during surgical operations.

One of the most commonly used basic diagnostics techniques is pure-tone audiometry.
It is used to measure hearing thresholds for specific frequencies, typically 250, 500,
1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz. In some cases, frequency range can also include 125, 6000
or 8000 Hz. The results of the test are presented on the audiogram - threshold
curve as a function of frequency. During the test, pure tones are presented to the
patient via calibrated headphones. The level of the signal is adjusted in order to
find hearing thresholds. Participant has to respond either orally or by pressing the
button when the sound was audiable. It is important to ensure that background
noise does not have the masking effect on the stimuli. It leads to unreliable re-
sults, because of the elevation in hearing thresholds. Thus, pure-tone audiometry
is usually performed in special listening booths, where background noise is attenuated.

Another example of subjective method in hearing diagnostics is speech audiometry.
Speech intelligibility is crucial for everyday communication and it can be degraded
as a consequence of many different hearing impairments. In some cases, degradation
cannot be seen in the results of pure-tone audiometry, therefore tools that measure
speech intelligibility directly are needed. During the examination, word, sentences or
other speech sounds can be presented to the patient via headphones or loudspeakers.
Typically, participants are asked to repeat the recognized words. The level of the
stimuli can be either constant or varying. If the level is constant, the result of the test
is presented as the percentage of correct answers. There are different variants of the
test, for example background noise can be included or the speech pace can be adjusted.

In sound-field audiometry, instead of headphones, one or more loudspeakers are
used to present the stimuli. According to the standard, stimuli should be narrow-
band, however in some cases also speech or speech in noise is used. The advantage of
sound-field audiometry is that spatial attributes of the sound are taken into account
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and therefore it is a more accurate representation of everyday situations.

Sound transmission to the inner ear is dominated by air-conduction - sound is
carried mainly through the air in the ear canal, tympanic membrane and ossicles to
the inner ear. However, sound is also transmitted through the bones of the head of
the skull directly to the cochlea and sensorineural structures. Routes of both air and
bone-conduction are presented in figure 4.

Figure 4: Air and bone-conduction (Image adapted from [8]).

Bone-conduction is crucial in perception of one’s own voice. It can be examined
through bone-conduction audiometry. Test stimuli are presented to the patient
as vibrations created by a special device that typically is attached to the bone be-
hind the ear. Similarly to pure-tone audiometry, the aim is finding hearing thresholds.

Tympanometry is an example of objective way of examining condition of both
tympanic membrane and the middle ear. During the test, the acoustic impedance
of tympanic membrane is measured. Result of the test gives information about
pressure difference across the membrane and consequently its mobility. During the
procedure, an earphone is placed in the ear canal and sound is presented to the
patient. Simultaneously, the external static air pressure values are changed from
negative to positive. The value of compliance is measured as a function of the static
air pressure. The sound pressure in the ear canal, that indicates the impedance
changes, is measured with the microphone. Impedance is high when a lot of sound
is reflected from the membrane that is stiff. As a result, sound transmission to the
middle ear is attenuated, especially at low frequencies. When pressure difference is
large, it may also cause pain. Pressure difference may be a result of an infection
or changes in static air pressure, for example during the flight or diving. When
impedance is low, membrane is more mobile, which results in more energy being
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transmitted to the middle ear. Stiff membrane corresponds to the low compliance of
the pressure while more mobile membrane means higher compliance. The maximum
compliance value represents the pressure in the middle ear. It is compared to the
atmospheric pressure, considerable difference in those values means that there is
a difference in pressure on the opposite sides of the membrane. The result of the
test in the form of a graph is called tympanogram. The shape of tympanogram
can give important information about the state of an eardrum and the middle ear.
Different tympanogram types are presented in figure 5. Normal middle ear function is
presented on tympanogram A. Type As reflects stiffened middle ear system. Flaccid
eardrum results in type Ad tympanogram. Lack of the compliance peak can indicate
presence of fluid in the middle ear or membrane perforation (type B). Negative
pressure in the middle ear is indicated by type C tympanogram.

Figure 5: Types of tympanogram graphs [9].

Examination of otoacoustic emission (OAE) is another objective measure. In some
countries it is a first hearing examination of the newborns. Otoacoustic emission, or
cochlear echo, is a weak sound produced by cochlea when a sound is presented to
the ear. It can be hard to detect, therefore sensitive microphones are used during
the examination. If OAE can be detected, it reflects a normal function of auditory
system. Lack of otoacoustic emission indicates conductive or cochlear defect.

2.5 Hearing impairments
There are many factors to be considered in hearing impairments classification. The
assessment can be based on social, audiological or medical criteria. Social criteria
are based on the general state of hearing and the way individual is communicating
with the others. A hard-of-hearing person usually has a mild to severe hearing loss
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and may require the hearing aid. In most cases speech communication is possible.
For a deaf person, sign language is usually the main form of communication. Their
hearing is not functional or has very limited functionality. A deafened person is an
individual who lost their hearing after learning the speech. Often lip-reading is used
in addition to other forms of communication.

The audiological assessment is based on the measured hearing thresholds. There are
couple of different classifications defining what is considered a normal hearing. For
example, according to World Health Organization, a person with normal hearing
has hearing thresholds of 20 dB HL or lower in both ears [1]. The threshold of 0
dB corresponds to the level at which young adults with normal hearing perceive
a tone burst 50% of the time [10]. European Working Group Genetics of Hearing
Impairment (1996) defines four categories of hearing impairments: mild, moderate,
severe and profound. Classification is based on hearing thresholds average for the
following frequencies: 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz. The average ranges for different
categories are presented in the table 1.

Severity of Hearing Impairment Hearing Threshold
Mild 20 - 40 dB HL

Moderate 40 - 70 dB HL
Severe 70 - 95 dB HL

Profound equal to or over 95 dB HL

Table 1: Severity of hearing impairments in decibels (dB HL).

Hearing loss can also be presented by giving percent of hearing impairment. The
method for calculating hearing loss percentage was developed and published by the
American Academy of Otolaryngology in 1979. It was adapted by The American
Medical Association and it is still a recommended method. Monaural hearing loss
(equation (1)) is calculated by subtracting 25 dB from the pure tone averages (PTA)
of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz, 3000 Hz of each ear. Those frequencies are chosen,
because they are crucial for speech intelligibility. The negative threshold values are
rounded to zero and values above one hundred are rounded to 100. The average is
then multiplied by 1.5 to obtain an ear-specific level. The combined hearing loss
(equation (2)) is calculated by weighting the better ear (BE) five times the the worse
ear (WE).

(PTA − 25dB) × 1.5 = % HL (1)

(% BE × 5) + % WE ÷ 6 = % HL (2)

The percent hearing impairments for specific pure tone averages are presented in
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table 2. It can also be used to calculate the percentage of residual hearing of a
patient.

Hearing Impairment Pure Tone Average Residual Hearing
100% 91 dB 0%
80% 78 dB 20%
60% 65 dB 40%
30% 45 dB 70%

Table 2: Percentage of hearing impairment and residual hearing

The medical classification of hearing impairments is based on part of the auditory
system related to the hearing problem. Conductive impairments are caused by the
problems in the outer and middle ear. In the outer ear, ear wax or foreign object
can lead to the occlusion of the ear canal. Infections, diseases damaging ossicles or
the eardrum, and congenital defects can cause hearing impairments originating in
the middle ear. Impairments in the inner ear and auditory nerve are referred to as
sensorineural impairments. Depending on the exact location, they can be further
classified as cochlear or retrocochlear impairments (occuring beyond the cochlea).
They can be a consequence of excessive exposure to the noise or metabolic diseases
leading to the damage of the hair cells. Cochlear damage can be also inborn or
caused for example by head trauma or tumor located in the auditory nerve. Moreover,
use of ototoxic substances, such as kanamycin, is associated with possible damage
in the inner ear. Central impairments are related to central auditory system. The
functioning of central auditory system is not understood as well as the functioning
of the peripheral auditory system, therefore this type of impairments is harder to
diagnose or treat. For instance, decreased speech intelligibility occurring despite
normal functioning of the peripheral auditory system might be an indicator of central
impairment. The last group of hearing impairments in the medical classification
is psychic impairment. A patient is diagnosed with psychic impairment when no
organic cause for the hearing loss is found.

One of the most common consequences of hearing loss is degraded sensitivity of
hearing. It can be observed in hearing threshold shift. It is associated with con-
ductive and sensorineural impairments. For conductive impairments, attenuation
is usually linear - all frequencies are attenuated by the same amount. Attenuation
caused by sensorineural impairment depends on the what kind of hair cells have been
damaged. The sound level is not relevant for the attention caused by inner hair cell
damage. Nevertheless, it is an important factor in the situation when outer hair cells
are damaged. Due to the fact, that outer hair cells are responsible for input-level-
dependant amplification, loud sounds can be perceived normally, but quiet sounds
are attenuated. The phenomenon is presented with conceptual loudness-matching
functions in figure 6. In some cases, shifted after noise exposure thresholds can be
recovered fully or partially (temporal threshold shift, TTS). Recovery time of TTS
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can vary from minutes to several days depending on the noise duration and loudness
level. However, even recovered TTS is a sign of potential permanent hearing damage.

Sensorineural impairment can lead to difficulties in distinguishing sound events
or sound sources. The ability to listen to one speaker when multiple other speakers
are present is called the cocktail party effect. It is possible thanks to the functioning
of the outer hair cells. Damage of those cells deteriorates one’s ability to understand
speech when background noise is present. It might also cause difficulties in under-
standing speech in the presence of reverberation. Other symptoms of hearing loss
include sound distortion. It can occur even at the sound pressure level of normal
speech and it can make the listener feel uncomfortable or even decrease speech
intelligibility. Damage to the cochlea caused by exposure to loud noises, chronic ear
infections or head injuries may also lead to hyperacusis - oversensitivity to the sound
that makes many sounds unbearable or even painfully loud to the patients. Another
common symptom is tinnitus - auditory sensation in the absence of a corresponding
external stimulus [1]. It is associated with noise exposure and psychological factors,
such as anxiety or depression. It is estimated that 5.1% to 42.7% of the population
experiences tinnitus [1]. Lastly, malfunction of the vestibular system in the inner ear
can contribute to the problems with the sense of balance.

Figure 6: Conceptual loudness-matching functions used to present attenuation in
conductive and cochlear impairments (graph adapted from [7]).
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2.6 Hidden hearing loss
Despite many standardized methods providing ample information about hearing,
there are conditions that seem to be undetectable with standard diagnostic tools.
For example, it has been known that in many cases, pure-tone thresholds do not
match communication difficulties reported by the patients. As one of the key metrics
in hearing assessment, pure-tone audiograms are helpful in diagnostics of some of
the problems located in the inner ear. Threshold elevations are associated with loss
or damage of the hair cells. A longstanding view was that those cells are the most
vulnerable elements in the auditory system. However, recent studies proved that
in the noise-exposed and aging ear, cochlear neurons are more susceptible to the
damage (cochlear synaptopathy). Their peripheral synaptic connections are the most
vulnerable and they can be destroyed even if the hair cells remain intact [2]. Damage
of those synapses causes hearing impairment that is often referred to as "hidden
hearing loss", because it is often not visible in the results of pure-tone audiomerty.
Therefore, it may remain undetected for large population. Study by Sergeyenko et al.
showed that in normally aging ear, inner hair cells synapse count drops steadily with
age [11]. Moreover, according to Kujawa and Liberman, cochlear synaptopathy is
largely permanent and progressive, which has been observed in multiple species [2].
Synaptopathy caused by noise-exposure has been researched primarily on animals,
mice in particular. In the experiment involving noise-exposed at various ages mice
conducted by Liberman and Kujawa in 2006, it was found that exposing young
animals had led to dramatic loss of cochlear neurons. Moreover, permanent threshold
shift (PTS) while no hair cell loss had been found. The study proved also that noise-
related changes of functioning and structure of the cochlea are ongoing even long
after the exposure [12]. Further experiments conducted by Liberman and Kujawa in
2009, in which mice were exposed to noise that by design caused temporal threshold
shift and no hair cells degradation, suggested that disrupted communication between
inner hair cells and neurons may lead to neurodegeneration.

2.7 Hearing loss and cognitive ability
As cognitive function is involved in the speech perception process, problems may
occur not only in the auditory system, but also on the cognitive level. It was observed
that hearing impairment has strong mutual association with cognitive decline [3]. It
was mentioned first in the study by Uhlmann et al. in 1989 [13]. The experiment
involved 100 patients with Alzheimer’s dementia and the control group consisting of
100 non-demented individuals. It was found that within Alzheimer’s disease group
the prevalence of a hearing loss was significantly higher than in the control group.
The study from 2011, that involved 639 older adults without dementia, linked greater
hearing loss with a higher probability of dementia [14]. It was estimated that mild,
moderate and severe hearing loss leads to respectively two, three and five times
higher probability of cognitive decline in comparison to normal-hearing population.
In study from 2012, it was found that there is 2.7-fold higher probability of developing
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dementia for every 10 dB of hearing loss [15]. In more recent studies, it has been
estimated that eliminating hearing impairment midlife could decrease the risk of
dementia later in life [3].

In some studies concerning the relation between hearing loss and cognitive de-
cline, speech-in-noise tests have been used. For instance, studies have shown that
participants with amnestic mild cognitive impairment perform significantly worse
in speech perception tests in noise than non-demented individuals [16]. The study
suggests that patients with cognitive impairments may experience more difficulties
in everyday communication in noisy environments than cognitively healthy people.
Nowadays, hearing loss is considered as one of the major modifiable risk factors for
dementia. It is believed that eliminating it could reduce the risk by 9% [17]. Even
though the underlying mechanisms for the mutual association between hearing loss
and cognitive decline are still not fully understood, there has been many possible
connections suggested, one of them is illustrated in figure 7.

Figure 7: Possible connections between hearing loss and cognitive decline (adapted
from [3]).

According to the study by Zhan et al. [18], HIV patients often report difficulties with
hearing in everyday situations, while results of standard audiological tests indicate
little or no hearing loss. Therefore, it is believed that difficulties are related to the
auditory processing deficits caused by CNS damage, rather than auditory system
problems. Moreover, Zhan et al. attempted using speech-in-noise tests in diagnosis
of cognitive impairment.
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Figure 8: Listening effort as a function of motivation and cognitive demand (Image
adapted from [19], [20]).

2.8 Listening effort
Listening effort is a concept linking hearing problems with the cognitive capabilities.
Generally, effort is defined as "the deliberate allocation of the resources to overcome
obstacles in goal pursuit when carrying out a task" [19]. Listening effort refers specif-
ically to the use of cognitive resources needed to complete the listening tasks. Most
studies focus specifically on the effort in speech processing, however some studies
suggest that increased effort may also occur while listening to music or environmental
sounds [19]. There is evidence from diverse experimental approaches for increased
cognitive demand (in this case, listening demand) and increased cognitive processing
in acoustically adverse conditions. Effort is believed to be a multinational concept,
mediated by both listening demand and motivation, what has been illustrated in
figure 8.

However, Jonathan Peelle suggests that it is important to distinguish listening
demand and listening effort as increased listening demand does not necessarily cause
the increase in listening effort [20]. Listening demand is associated with factors
present in a particular listening situation related to the sound source, sound transmis-
sion and the listener. They are described in detail in the following section. As shown
in figure 9, increased acoustic challenge leads to increased listening demand, that is
modulated by listener’s motivation. If listener’s motivation is sufficient, changes in
listening effort can be observed with different measures. Studies have shown that if
a listener has no motivation in understanding degraded speech, there will be little
or no change in effort. Moreover, if the listener does not believe that success in
comprehension is possible, decrease in the effort might be observed. Factors such as
linguistic challenge, cognitive ability, and language ability can also influence changes
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in effort [20].

Figure 9: The relations between acoustic challenge, cognitive demand, motivation
and listening effort (adapted form [20])

Alhanbali et al. [5] emphasize the fact, that despite several studies on listening
effort, there is still no agreement on the concept. Authors suggested that it is unclear
whether listening effort is a single concept or term for multiple phenomena. McGarigle
et al. [21] have collected the most important publications concerning listening effort
and that list is presented in table 3 along with the short summary of the research
methods. The table has been updated with some of the more recent studies.

2.9 Factors leading to listening effort
Everyday listening at low levels of acoustic challenge is believed to be the effortless
and largely automatic process for people with normal-hearing [20]. Under those
conditions, the comprehension accuracy is also on a high level. However, there are
factors that cause increased effort in listening. They can be related to the signal
and its source. The signal can be non-canonical or degraded. For example, speech
can be affected by the foreign accent or articulated inadequately. It is also easier to
understand familiar speakers.

In addition, the interference may occur during the transmission of the sound. Some
acoustic information can be lost due to masking effect when the background noise is
present. When the background noise is present, the recognition process is mainly
based on signal separation (stream segregation) and selective attention [22]. The
recognition may be easier if the masking signal has a fluctuating amplitude envelope.
In the moments when masker has lower intensity, the listener has an opportunity
to familiarise with the target which supports overall recognition. Those moments
can be referred to as "temporal glimpses". For energetically constant maskers, such
as multi-talker babble noise or steady-state noise, it is harder to get a temporal
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Table 3: Listening effort literature review, adapted from [21]
Publication Method Type Of Measure
Larsby Et Al (2005) Listening Effort 10-Point Scale, Re-

sponse Time During Lexical, Semantic,
Name Matching And Listening Test

Subjective And Be-
havioural Measures

McCoy Et Al (2005) Listening And Running Memory Task
Testing The Impact Of Hearing Impair-
ment On Memory

Panico & Healey
(2009)

Listening Effort 9-Point Scale Subjective Measure

Nachtegaal Et Al
(2009)

11-Item Scale Taken From A Work As-
sessment Questionnaire

Subjective Measure

Sarampalis Et Al
(2009)

Dual-Task Paradigm Behavioural Measure

Tun Et Al (2009) Dual-Task Paradigm Behavioural Measure
Howard Et Al
(2010)

Dual-Task Paradigm Behavioural Measure

Piquado Et Al
(2010)

Pupil Response During Digit/sentence
Recall Task

Physiological Measure

Luts Et Al (2010) Listening Effort 13-Point Scale Subjective Measure
Zekveld Et Al
(2010)

Pupil Response During SRT Task Physiological Measure

Anderson Gosselin
& Gagné (2011)

Dual-Task Paradigm Behavioural Measure

Fraser Et Al (2011) Dual-Task Paradigm Behavioural Measure
Picou Et Al (2011) Listening Effort Rating Scale Subjective Measure
Mackersie & Cones
(2011)

SCR, Skin Temperature, Electromyo-
graphic Response And Heart Rate
Recordings During Dichotic Digits Task

Physiological Measure

Obleser & Kotz
(2011)

Amplitude Of The N1 ERP Component
For Processing Of Degraded Speech

Physiological Measure

Zekveld Et Al
(2011)

Pupil Response During SRT Task Physiological Measure

Koelewijn Et Al
(2012)

Pupil Response During SRT Task Physiological Measure

Kramer Et Al
(2012)

Pupil Response During A Series Of Au-
ditory And Linguistic Processing Tasks

Physiological Measure

Obleser Et Al
(2012)

EEG Alpha Power During Digit Memo-
rization Task

Physiological Measure

Mattys Et Al (2012) A Review Of The Effects Of Adverse
Conditions On The Perceptual, Linguis-
tic, Cognitive, And Neurophysiological
Mechanisms Underlying Speech Recog-
nition

Koelewijn Et Al
(2012)

Pupil Response During SRT Task
With Different Maskers (stationary
Noise, Fluctuating Noise, Single-Talker
Masker)

Physiological Measure

Brons Et Al (2012) Listening Effort 9-Point Scale Subjective Measure
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Publication Method Type Of Measure
McAuliffe et al.
(2012)

Listening effort continuum scale Subjective measure

Nagle & Eadie
(2012)

Visual analog listening effort scale Subjective measure

Rudner et al. (2012) Visual analog listening effort scale Subjective measure
Wild et al. (2012) Brain activation using fMRI during com-

plex speech processing task
Physiological measure

Van Esch et al.
(2013)

Listening effort 100-point scale Subjective measure

Houben et al.
(2013)

RT during single-task digit triplets test Behavioural measure

MacPherson &
Akeroyd (2013)

The Glasgow monitoring of uninter-
rupted speech task (GMUST)

Behavioural measure

Desjardins & Do-
herty (2013)

Dual-task paradigm Behavioural measure

Hornsby (2013) Dual-task paradigm: secondary task RT
decline across task

Behavioural measure

Bernarding et al.
(2013)

Phase-locking of the N1 ERP component
during syllable detection paradigm

Physiological measure

Kuchinsky et al.
(2013)

Pupil response during a word identifica-
tion task with varying lexical and acous-
tic demands

Physiological measure

McGarrigle et al.
(2014)

White paper, review

Koelewijn et al.
(2015)

Pupil response during listening test with
target location, speech onset, and talker
variability

Physiological measure

Pichora-Fuller et al.
(2016)

Framework for Understanding Effortful
Listening (FUEL)

Richter (2016) Auditory discrimination task with vary-
ing difficulty and reward

Strauss (2017) The axonomic model of attention in ef-
fortful listening

Ohlenforst et al.
(2017)

Pupil response during SRT task Physiological measure

Koeritzer et al.
(2018)

Listening task and visual recognition
memory task testing the impact of age,
background noise, semantic ambiguity
and hearing loss on recognition remory

Peelle (2018) The review of behavioral, pupillometric,
and neuroimaging evidence for listening
effort and its interference with other cog-
nitive operations

Alhanbali et al.
(2019)

Comparison between different listen-
ing effort measures including: two self-
report measures (NASA Task Load In-
dex and the Visual Analog Scale of Fa-
tigue [VAS-F]), three physiological mea-
sures (pupillometry, skin conductance,
and EEG) and one behavioural measure
(reaction time)

Subjective, behavioural
and psychological mea-
sures

Koelewijn et al.
(2021)

Pupil response during SRT task and
a visual sentence recognition task with
changing monetary reward

Physiological measure
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glimpse. Nevertheless, the separation of the signal might be possible because of the
spectral contrast, common onset or harmonicity cues [22]. Speech intelligibility can
also be deteriorated by reverberation. In contrast to the sound degradation in the
presence of the masker, it does not require sound separation or selective attention.
It was found that intelligibility, when reverberation is present, is lower for the late
speech segments than early segments. Moreover, the vowel identity is believed to
be preserved better than the consonant identity [22]. If the sound transmission
occurs through the telephone, the spectral properties of the signal are changed. The
information-carrying frequencies for human speech are between 100 and 5000 Hz.
Therefore, in telephone transmission signal below the frequency of 300 Hz and above
3400 Hz is filtered out [22].

Lastly, increased effort may be caused by the listener’s limitations. Mattys divided
those limitations into four categories: peripheral deficiency, incomplete language
model, impaired access or use of the language model and cognitive load [22]. The
peripheral deficiency category includes all the listeners with sensorineural hearing
impairments. The degree of the problems with speech intelligibility differs widely,
and depends on the impairment type and severity as well as the type of acoustic
challenges. Used hearing-improving devices such as hearing aids or cochlear im-
plants, also plays a role in listening effort as the device changes the properties of the
signal. Hearing aids with advanced signal processing strategies are able to reduce
the background noise by improving signal to noise ratio. Studies have shown that
listening effort can be reduced by a noise reduction scheme for stationary noise
and a 4-talker masker [26]. The noise-vocoded speech developed by Bob Shannon
in 1995 simulates hearing supported with cochlear implant. It has less spectral
details in comparison to the speech perceived by a person with normal hearing.
The listeners in the incomplete language model group have insufficient knowledge
of the language. For instance, it can be phonological, lexical, morpho-syntactic,
grammatical or idiomatic knowledge occurring when the listener is non-native speaker
or developing child. The noisy environments have been found to have more detri-
mental effect on speech intelligibility for non-native speakers in comparison to native
speakers. The impaired access or use of the language model group includes mainly
the listeners who suffer from neurological deficits such as: auditory agnosia, cortical
deafness, pure word deafness or Wernicke’s aphasia. It can also be caused by the
brain injuries. In that case, problems associated with speech intelligibility depend on
severity of the injury and the brain area that has been damaged. The last category
includes situations when cognitive load is increased and there are higher demands
on attentional or mnemonic capacities [22]. Even though those higher demands are
often caused by the external factors, such as visual distraction, acoustic challenge
or even linguistic complexity, they are mainly related to the individual processing
capabilities that are not related to the sound or its transmission. It can be ob-
served especially when listener has cognitive deficits or when the limited processing
resources have to be divided between more than one task performed at the same time.

Depending on the factor that caused listening effort, there are different possible
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outcomes. For instance, failure of recognition is a common effect of many acoustic
challenges that lead to the failure in mapping acoustic-phonetic features to segmental
and lexical representations. It can be caused by problems during sound transmission
and loss of information in the time, distance or spectral domain. It can also be
caused by the factors related to the sound source - foreign accent or mispronunciation.
Perceptual interference may occur in the presence of another signal. Dividing the
attention between different signals or tasks may lead to reduction of attentional
capacity. Similarly, the presence of the acoustics challenges or concurrent memory
task causes the rediction of memory capacity. Another possible outcome is percep-
tual learning. It is associated with the adjustments in the perceptual system that
are made in order to make comprehension of the signal easier. The summary of
the adverse conditions and their effects is presented in figure 10. The estimated
frequency and importance of occurrence has been marked with the colours: violet
for frequent/severe, pink for common/moderate and blue for rare/mild.

2.10 Listening effort measures and evidence
Listening effort has been measured with several methods. There are three main
subgroups of the measurements: self-report, behavioural and physiological measures.

Self-report has often a form of closed-set questionnaire or rating scale. Subjects are
expressing their subjective feelings and cognitions. For example, Gatehouse and
Noble used a questionnaire that included questions about perceived listening effort
in everyday situations with and without visual cues [23]. Participants were asked
questions and had to give the answer on a scale of 0 to 10. Lower numbers indicated
higher effort and difficulty. Self-report method has many advantages, it is quite quick
and easy to perform. However, it also has many limitations due to its subjective
nature. For example, Larsby et al. [25] found the effect of age on perceived effort
in speech-in-noise listening test. It is well-known fact that with aging, problems
with hearing occur, for example declining hearing sensitivity, reduced dynamic range,
compromised speech understanding in noise, and slowed cognitive processing [24]. In
many cases said problems appear, even if audiometric threshold are not significantly
elevated. The elderly group in Larsby’s experiment had less correct answers in
speech-in-noise test and their reaction time was longer in comparison to the group
of young participants, which indicates increased listening effort. Nevertheless, both
groups reported similar perceived effort. Furthermore, individuals may have different
understanding of the term "effort". It might be confused with task difficulty or
performance accuracy. Individuals may also have different effort thresholds [21].

Behavioural measures are based on the observation of subject’s behavior. One
of the most common behavioural measures in listening effort research is the reaction
time. It was used for example in the study about associations between different
measures of effort [5], where reaction time during listening task was measured. Ideally,
it is the time between the end of the stimulus and participant’s response, in this
case button press. Reaction time was measured in milliseconds for both correct and
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Figure 10: The summary of adverse conditions and their effect with estimated
frequency and importance of occurence (Image adapted from [22])

incorrect answers, and averaged across all trials for each subject. Reaction time
indicates the speed of processing. In situations that cause listening effort, response
time is longer due to difficulty in speech processing. Moreover, the accuracy of speech
compression is lower, especially for people with hearing impairments and when speech
includes syntactically complex sentences. Larsby et al. found that reaction time for
the participants with hearing losses was longer than for the participants with normal
hearing [25].

The activity demanding effort can be easily disrupted by involvement in another task,
due limited capacity of mental resources. The maximum capacity differs for each
individual. Capacity allocated to the effortful listening task may lead to depleting
cognitive resources available for other tasks. Consequently, acoustic challenge affects
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also the non-acoustic tasks. Some studies suggest that listening effort might interfere
with memory encoding. Difficulty in processing and remembering the speech occurs
not only when speech is not intelligible, but also when the speech is clear enough to
be understood. Therefore, another behavioural measure commonly used in listening
effort research is dual task, that consists of two tasks performed simultaneously by
the test subject. For example, in the study about age-related changes in listening
effort in the primary task, participants had to repeat sentences presented with three
different maskers (two-talker, six-talker, speech-shaped noise) [31]. In the secondary
task, participants had to track a moving target that was displayed on the screen. In
addition, self-report with a rating scale was used to assess how easy was listening to
each sentence.

Physiological measures show the changes in central and autonomic nervous sys-
tem activity during the task performance [21]. Neuroimaging methods give the most
direct information about the neural activity during listening in adverse conditions.
During the tests, the brain networks involved in speech understanding are found
by comparing their activity in situations when speech is and is not intelligible. For
measurements of central nervous system activity functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and event-related potentials (ERPs) are
used. Studies have shown that intelligible speech is processed mainly by bilateral
temporal cortex and by inferior frontal gyrus. Another approach is to look for the
regions with higher activity when speech is degraded, but still intelligible [27]. Skin
conductance and pupil dilation are used for monitoring the changes in activity of
autonomic nervous system. fMRI focuses on the metabolic consequences of neuronal
activity and changing blood oxygenation level. It is especially useful in assessing the
role of attention in effortful listening. EEG enables electric potential fluctuations
monitoring through a series of electrodes in five frequency bands: delta, theta, alpha,
beta and gamma. In listening effort research the most important is alpha activity,
as it is associated with functional inhibition and effortful listening. For increased
memory load and degraded signal conditions, rise of alpha activity has been found.
Skin conductance is assessed by its capacity to conduct an electrical current and
indicates the amount of moisture on its surface. It was found to be higher for more
demanding listening conditions. For measurements usually palm of the hands or the
feet are used.

An advantage of pupillometry is the fact that it is an on-line measure. It pro-
vides continuous information about changes in pupil size, that reflects cognitive
demand during speech perception, unlike offline measure such as word repetition,
that occurs after the cognitive process. However, there are also other factors influ-
encing the size of the pupil. The changes in pupil dilation can be caused by the
environment, for example the amount of light (light reflex). It is also associated
with activity in locus coeruleus. Studies suggest that they can also be influenced
by changes in mental task load [28], attention, stress, memory and mental exertion
and momentary cognitive demand. In adverse condition listening tests, for example
speech-in-noise tests, pupil size was found to be decreasing with decreasing task
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difficulty. Increased pupil size is also associated with increased alertness [28] and
increased linguistic challenge. Moreover, pupil size depends on age. Children have
generally larger baseline pupil size, which indicates higher state of arousal in a new
situation of experiment [29]. Elderly people’s pupil size has been found to be generally
smaller. The dynamic range is also limited due to dropping eyelid position, corneal
refraction and decreased muscle activity. For older and hearing-impaired adults pupil
size is also not decreasing as much as for younger adults in easier listening conditions.
It is believed to be the effect of lesser "release from the effort" [30]. Changes in pupil
size depend also on the used masker type.

2.11 Pupil dilation data
Analysing pupil dilation reveals a lot of information about cognitive processing of
auditory stimuli. However, it is still unknown which pupil measure reflects intelligi-
bility level the most. In their paper, Zekveld et al. calculated baseline pupil size,
maximum pupil dilation, the peak latency, the mean dilation and response duration
[30]. Baseline pupil size reflects task engagement, larger engagement results in higher
baseline values. It was also used as a reference value for maximum pupil dilation and
the mean dilation. Baseline was determined for each trace as mean value for one
second of noise preceding speech. Maximum pupil dilation is believed to indicate
the momentary task-evoked processing load. Larger amplitude reflects increased
cognitive processing load. The peak latency increases with the processing load and it
was determined relative to sentence onset. Mean dilation was measured between the
start of the sentence and the response prompt, relative to baseline. It reflects the
total processing load in a certain interval and increases with more sustained cognitive
processing load. It is less prone to random variations than the peak amplitude.
Response duration was measured as the time interval in which pupil size was at least
half of the peak amplitude in tested condition. Larger duration of the pupil response
reflects increased cognitive processing load. It is also associated with the time course
of neural activation [30].

2.12 Associations between different measures
The attempts in comparing the results of different listening effort measures have
been made. For instance, Alhanbali et al. [5] compered two self-report measures:
NASA Task Load Index, Analog Scale of Fatigue, and three physiological measures:
skin conductance, EEG and pupillometry. NASA Task Load Index measure allows
participants to assess their mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand,
perceived performance, effort, and frustration that they felt during the task. Analog
Scale of Fatigue measures both fatigue and energy on a rating scale from 0 to 10.
Participants were presented a set of six digits in noise. After that, they were shown
six digits on the screen. The task was to respond by pushing a button, "yes" if both
heard and seen digits were the same or "no" if digit sequences differed. There were 116
participants between 55 and 85 years old, all of them were native English speakers.
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Prior to the experiment, pure-tone audiometry was performed to determine hearing
thresholds. Considering their age, participants were classified as having good hearing
(37), mild hearing impairment (42), moderate hearing impairment (29) and severe
hearing impairment (8). During the listening test, all the subjects used hearing
aid with their everyday settings. Data collected during the experiment showed that
measures weakly correlated with each other, even thought their reliability was good.

Studies suggest that mismatch between the results of different measures is caused by
the fact that listening effort is multidimensional. Different measures are believed to
reflect different dimensions of effort. There are measures that are associated with
effort indirectly. Some of the physiological measures, for example preejection period
(PEP), have been used mainly to study the changes in the motivation dimension.
Self-report techniques are believed to reflect mostly the changes in demand dimension.
Pupil dilation is associated with the manipulations in both demand and motivation
dimension.
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3 Research material and methods
In this chapter, the methods used in the experiment and subsequent data analysis
are discussed.

3.1 Scope
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of three different masker types
(speech shaped noise, doubled-phase babble noise and traditional babble noise) on
speech intelligibility and pupil dilation, that could indicate changes in cognitive
load and listening effort. The main motivation for further studies on listening ef-
fort is better understanding of the phenomenon. As mentioned earlier, there is
still no agreement among researchers weather listening effort is a single concept or
term for multiple phenomena. Some papers suggest that prolonged effort might
lead to listening-related fatigue. Long-standing fatigue can lead to deterioration
of overall well-being and quality of life. It is especially important for people with
hearing impairments, who are exposed for greater listening effort in everyday life.
There is also no agreement on how to interpret observed changes in pupil dilation
during effortful listening. The effect of doubled-phase babble noise on speech intelli-
gibility and changes in pupil size in comparison to other masker types is also unknown.

Better understanding of listening effort could be helpful in developing reliable and
standardized listening effort measure complementing standard diagnostic techniques,
such as pure tone audiometry or speech-in-noise tests. Moreover, knowledge about
listening effort could be used in developing other tools supporting diagnostics, for
example counselling sessions or intervention strategies [21].

Speech-in-noise test have been used in the studies concerning listening effort for
over a decade. It was found that different masker types create different levels of
difficulty for the listener in understanding speech and differences in listening effort.
Different noise types were used in the study with dual task paradigm conducted
by Desjardins et al. in 2013 [31]. The primary task was based on repeating the
sentence in the presence of the masker. There were three different masker types used
in the experiment: two-talker masker, six-talker masker and speech-shaped noise.
Test subjects were divided into three different groups: older adults with hearing im-
pairment, younger adults with normal hearing and older adults with normal hearing.
The secondary task required test subjects to track with a mouse a moving object
that displayed on the screen. During the experiment, tasks were performed both
separately and concurrently. Listening effort was measured in a self-report, that
had a form of rating scale from 0 (very difficult) to 100 (very easy). Participants
had to complete also a set of cognitive tests measuring capabilities such as: working
memory (Reading Span Test), processing speed (Digit Symbol Substitution Test) and
selective attention (Stroop Test). It was found that speech-in-noise test results were
significantly related to working memory and processing speed capabilities. In the
self-report, speech-shaped noise was rated as the easiest condition and two-talker as
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hardest one. The results have shown that listening effort was greater for participants
in older adults group, which shows that older adults required more cognitive resources
to perform the listening task than younger participants.

Another study that involved speech-in-noise test with different masker types was
conducted by Koelewijn et al. in 2012 [4]. Participants were asked to repeat sentences
presented in stationary noise, fluctuating noise and a single-talker masker. Pupil
dilation was measured simultaneously. The results of the listening test revealed
better speech recognition thresholds for fluctuating noise and a single-talker masker
than for stationary noise. The results of pupillometry showed that peak dilation
was the largest for single-talker masker. It means that more effort was required to
achieve similar intelligibility levels in comparison to other conditions. Contrary to
the results of the listening test, no significant difference between peak values for two
other maskers was found. The effect was not related to the intelligibility level or age.

There have also been previous attempts in assessing the effect of reverberation
on listening effort. Picou et al. designed an experiment based on dual task paradigm
with the measure of response times [32]. The primary task required participants
to recognise monosyllable words. The secondary task involved word categorization.
Test subjects had to press a button if the heard word was a noun. The speech was
presented in the presence of reverberation at three different levels (T30 < 100 ms,
T30 = 475 ms and T30 = 834 ms) in both silence and noise. The results showed the
negative effect of both background noise and reverberation on word recognition. The
mean response times indicated that listening effort emerging in noise presence was
not related to the degree of reverberation. No effects of reverberation on listening
effort have been found, which is inconsistent with existing listening effort models.
The authors suggested that results may be inaccurate due to the chosen participants
- young adults with normal hearing. Testing older adults or people with hearing
impairments, who are more sensitive to the effect of reverberation on speech intelligi-
bility could show completely different results.

Pupillometry is believed to be a promising indicator of listening effort. In ad-
dition, it is a relatively easy measure to perform for a person without a background
in neuroscience. Another huge advantage of pupillometry is that it provides the
continuous information about changes in autonomic nervous system. Most researchers
agree that increased listening effort results in pupil dilation, which has been con-
firmed in various studies [30], [33]. However, some studies suggest otherwise. In
the comment to the white paper published in 2014 [21], Rönnberg et al. presented
an alternative interpretation of changes in pupil dilation during effortful listening.
Their interpretation is based on the assumption that adverse conditions trigger the
explicit processing mechanisms that help in reconstructing the fragmented speech
and making inference [34]. The cognitive resources that are associated with explicit
processing in this context are executive functions and working memory capacity.
In this scenario, perceived effort is determined by the changes in working memory
capacity. For example, for intermediate difficulty tasks increased working memory
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capacity leads to lowered perceived effort. In their interpretation, increased pupil
size reflects more intensive use of brain networks, not the increase in cognitive load.

3.2 Speech in noise test
The experiment consists of speech-in-noise test and simultaneously performed pupil-
lometry in order to assess listening effort. There were six different test conditions with
three different noise types used as maskers: speech shaped noise (SN), doubled-phase
babble noise (BN2) and traditional babble noise (BN). They are described in detail
in section 3.4. Each masker type was repeated twice, with and without the rever-
beration. Speech in noise tests are more life-like alternative to speech audiometry,
because speech is presented in a presence of a background noise. Tonal or speech
audiometry are usually performed in specially adapted, quiet spaces. Therefore,
speech intelligibility under those conditions is much easier than in the conditions
experienced on daily bases. Consequently, the diagnosis may not reflect the actual
level of everyday struggle in communication.

In this experiment, International Matrix Test was used. Test consists of the sentences
spoken by a female speaker with a neutral prosody. All sentences have the same
structure and they are combined from five words of the categories: name, verb,
number, adjective and noun. The sentences were generated randomly and some of
them did not make sense. There are two versions of the test available: open and
closed. In the closed version, listener can choose the words from a matrix displayed
on a screen. The matrix includes couple of possible answers for each word. In the
open version of the test, listener is required to repeat the heard words out loud. The
choices in this test version are less limited as there are no possible answers presented
to the test subject. Three different language versions of the test were used: British
English, Finnish and German.

Test was preceded by a training session. A training session consisted of 20 sen-
tences. First training track consisting of 10 sentences was presented in the presence
of a speech-shaped noise. The second training track was presented with double-phased
noise. The target recognition level was set to 100%. Test included 6 tracks with 30
sentences per each track. Participants were asked to repeat all understood words
of the sentence after the presentation. They were encouraged to guess if they were
not sure about the word. The level of the speech varied during the measurement.
In some trials, speech was very soft or not audible at all. In others, it was easy to
separate the speech from the background noise. The participants were informed
that it is normal that a lot of sentences cannot be understood completely and that
it is important for the measurement procedure and accuracy to use these difficult
conditions.

The structure of the test trial is presented in figure 11. Each track started and
ended with the short tone used later for synchronisation purposes. The speech was
presented after 3 seconds of the masker signal. Each trial ended with the masker
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signal that continued for 1 second after the end of the speech. Then, the participant
had the time to repeat the sentence.

Figure 11: Listening test structure (first trial). Vertical lines mark different segments
of the trial: 1 - the end of beep sound, 2 - noise start, 3 - target speech start, 4 -
target speech end, 5 - the end of the trial.

3.3 Auralisation
In the real-life environments, sound reaches the listener’s ears as both direct sound
and reflected sound. The relation between direct and reflected sound affects sound
perception. It has been found that listeners perceptually compensate the effects
of reverberation while listening to the speech [35]. In order to replicate real-life
reverberation conditions, auralisation was used. Auralisation is a term analogical
to visualization. It is a procedure of simulating and replicating sound field of a
particular space. In this experiment, Spatial Decomposition Method was used [36]. It
is based on room spatial impulse response decomposition into a set of image-sources.
Impulse response was recorded in variable acoustics laboratory Arni at Acoustics Lab
of Aalto University. The laboratory is equipped with motorized acoustic panels. The
reverberation of the room can be adjusted by opening or closing the panels. Opened
panels absorb the sound, closed panels reflect it. Impulse response was recorded when
all the panels were closed, which creates the most reverberant condition available at
the laboratory. The reverberation time for the condition is approximately 1.5 seconds.
During the measurement, Genelec 8331A loudspeaker was used as a sound source and
open microphone array consisting of six omnidirectional GRAS 50-VI microphones
was used as a receiver. The distance between sound source and the receiver was
two meters. Based on the impulse response, the estimation of the directions of the
arriving sound waves is computed in very small time windows at every discrete time
sample. Then, the samples are distributed to the reproduction loudspeakers that are
the closest to the estimated directions. Both target speech and the maskers were
auralized for the same source position.
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3.4 Masker types
There were three masker types used in the experiment. Each masker was used in
the test twice, with and without the reverberation. Conditions presented without
reverberation are later referred to as anechoic and with reverberation as reverberant.
The noise level was calibrated to 65 dB SPL at the listening position. For the
calibration purposes, B&K 2250 sound level meter was used. The first masker was
speech-shaped noise (SN), which was available in test materials. It was created from
a stationary noise separately for each language. The long term average spectrum
was matched to the spectrum of a target speech.

The second masker type used in the experiment was doubled-phase babble noise
(BN2). Babble noise is a commonly used masker simulating a situation when many
competing speakers are talking and creating so called "cocktail party" condition. In
this case, babble noise was computed by multiplying the phases of the signal based on
time-shifting property of Fourier transform. It leads to redistribution of the frequency
components along the length of output signal when the signal is transformed back to
the time domain. The output signal created with this method is a fluctuating babble
noise. Its shape remains much of the shape of the original modulation spectrum
of the speech sample, but the long term spectrum resembles speech-shaped state noise.

The last masker type was traditional babble noise. It was created by overlapping
eight speech streams asynchronously. Speech streams consisted of sentences from
test materials for two other language versions used in the experiment. For example,
for English version of the test, masker consisting of four Finnish sentences and four
German sentences was created. The maskers for two other languages were created
similarly.

The experiment was designed to present six test conditions in random order to
minimise the effect of factors such as fatigue, attention capacity and perceptual
learning on test results. Unfortunately, due to a minor error in the script, complete
randomization of the order was not fully successful and some configurations were
more frequent than the others. Six different condition configurations along with the
number of the participants that took the test in that order are presented in table 4.

3.5 Test setup
The experiment was conducted in ITU-R BS.1116-1 compliant listening room (fig.
12). The room is equipped with a 9.1.4 loudspeaker-setup consisting of nine Genelec
8260 loudspeakers located approximately at listener’s ear level, four Genelec 8340A
overhead loudspeakers and Genelec 7380 subwoofer. Unwanted acoustic influences
of the listening room were minimised by using Genelec calibration system (GLM).
The listener sat in the middle of the circle, facing the central loudspeaker. The
listener’s position is presented in figure 13. The distance between the listener and
the loudspeaker was 1.96 meters. The loudspeakers’ layout is presented in figure
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Participants Track 1 Track 2 Track 3 Track 4 Track 5 Track 6
11 BN

anechoic
2BN
anechoic

SN SN
anechoic

BN 2BN

5 2BN BN SN
anechoic

SN BN
anechoic

2BN
anechoic

1 2BN
anechoic

SN
anechoic

2BN BN
anechoic

SN BN

1 SN SN
anechoic

2BN 2BN
anechoic

BN BN
anechoic

1 BN SN
anechoic

2BN 2BN
anechoic

SN BN
anechoic

1 2BN 2BN
anechoic

SN BN SN
anechoic

BN
anechoic

Table 4: The order of the test conditions with a number of participants that completed
the test with the order (SN - speech shaped noise, BN2 - doubled-phase babble noise,
BN - traditional babble noise)

14. The audio equipment consisted of MacBook Pro laptop connected to a RME
Madiface XT audio interface and ADI-6432 converter.

Figure 12: The listening room.
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3.6 Test procedure
The procedure started with participants signing the consent form and filling out
short questionnaire with personal information, such as gender, age, native language
and background. The short description of the experiment was also presented. Then,
pure-tone audiometry was performed in order to classify possible hearing impairments.
Hearing thresholds for the frequencies 250, 500, 1000, 2000 4000 and 8000 Hz were
measured with MADSEN Micromate 304 portable screening audiometer.

Figure 13: The listener’s position.

Figure 14: The loudspeakers’ layout in the listening room.
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After pure-tone audiometry, the structure of the test and the task were explained to
the test subject. After introduction, the training session was performed. To reduce
the discomfort of wearing the glasses that were used for pupil dilation measure for
an excessive period of time, participants were not required to wear it during the
training session. Breaks were possible between the tracks if the participant needed
some rest. The experimenter was present in the listening room throughout the test
to mark words that were repeated correctly by the test subject.

3.7 Pupillometry and pupil dilation data pre-processing
During the listening test, pupil dilation was measured with Tobii Pro 2 Glasses
at sampling rate of 50 Hz. The glasses were calibrated after the training session.
Participants were asked to focus their gaze on the fixation point located in the
distance of 0.50 - 1.50 meters. The listeners could not wear glasses or contact lenses
during the experiment. For the accuracy of the measurements, they were asked to
try to refrain from excessive blinking or unnecessary eye movement. The lights in the
room were adjusted to prevent strong light being directed at test subject. To reduce
the effect of light reflex while looking at the elements of the room with a different
illumination, partition in a form of a semi-transparent curtain was placed in front of
the listener.

Pupil dilation data was resampled to match the sampling rate of the audio sig-
nals captured by the tracker during the experiment (48 kHz) and synchronised. Some
of the collected data was lost due to a technical issue and could not be restored.
Therefore, if there was more than 35% of missing data for a test subject, such test
subject was excluded from further analysis. The rest of the data, gathered from 13
participants, was divided into trials. A trial was considered valid if there was no
more than 20% of missing data. The raw pupil data includes considerable amount
of noise, gaps caused by blinks as well as other artifacts resulting from eyeball
movement. Therefore, pre-processing steps always involve interpolation and signal
filtering. In order to restore data lost during blinks, Akima Interpolation has been
used. It has been found that along with Makima, and Pchip, it is one of the most
efficient interpolation algorithms in reconstruction of missing pupil dilation values
[37]. The example of the data before and after interpolation is presented in figure 15.

In order to reduce the amount of noise, the data was smoothed with 4th order
low-pass Butterworth filter with cutoff frequency of 4 Hz [38]. The example of the
data before and after filtering is presented in figure 16. After pre-processing, baselines
for each trial were calculated along with mean dilation and peak dilation during
speech. Baselines were calculated for each trial for a period of 1 second prior to the
target speech. They were used to calculate relative mean and peak dilation values.
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Figure 15: An example of pupil dilation data before and after interpolation.

Figure 16: An example of pupil dilation data before and after filtering.

3.8 Participants
Participants were recruited from Aalto University community. They were students,
their family members and professors. A group consisted of 20 volunteers - 17 young
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adults with normal hearing (age from 22 to 36 years old, average 25.71), two adults
(61 and 68 years old) with signs of age-related hearing loss and one adult (age 59)
with normal hearing. One of the participants with age-related hearing loss reported
in the pre-test questionnaire severe hearing loss at frequencies above 10 kHz due
to the exposition to loud and sudden noise. He also went through cataract surgery
couple of years prior to the test. According to the study conducted by Ba-Ali et al.
such surgery does not have a long term effect on pupil response [39]. The results of
tonal audiometry are presented in the following figures. Measured hearing thresholds
were averaged for both ears and for two age groups. Mean with standard deviation
along with results for each person (dashed lines) for young adults with normal hearing
are presented in figure 17. The results for adults with hearing loss are illustrated in
figure 18. The audiogram of an adult with a normal hearing is presented separately
in figure 19.

Two participants reported being neurodivergent. One of them has been diagnosed
with ADHD, anxiety disorder and depression. Moreover, couple of years prior to the
test, she had a temporal hearing loss due to the exposition to a loud noise. She also
suffers from tinnitus due to tooth in the jaw pressing the auditory nerve. Another
participant might have ADHD and is currently in a diagnostic process. It has been
found that patients with ADHD experience greater difficulty in understanding speech
presented with the masker [40].

Figure 17: Average hearing levels for young adults with standard deviation. Solid line
represents the average, dashed lines represent hearing thresholds for each participant.

Twelve of the participants completed the test in their native languages (3 English, 2
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Figure 18: Average hearing levels for adults with age-related hearing loss. Solid line
represents the average, dashed lines represent hearing thresholds for each participant.

Figure 19: Hearing levels for an adult with normal hearing.

German and 7 Finnish sessions). Other eight participants took English version of
the test. Their level of English varies from upper-intermediate through advanced to
native-level.
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The participants were also asked in the questionnaire about their background. They
were asked to indicate especially any kind of musical background, because differ-
ences in speech perception in adverse conditions between trained musicians and
non-musicians have been found [41]. Even though the results of the studies are
conflicting, it is believed that musically trained individuals may have a benefit in
adverse listening conditions, since music training likely strengthens neural resources
that are used for both music and speech processing. Five of the the test participants
are trained musicians, eight are untrained hobbyist musicians and seven do not have
a relevant background.
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4 Results and discussion
In this chapter, the results of the experiment are presented and discussed.

4.1 Listening test results
Speech recognition thresholds have been measured during the listening test. The
results of adults with age-related hearing loss have been also included in the data
set, since the test group was already quite heterogeneous due to different language
version of the test as well as native and non-native test subjects. Mean value for
each condition has been computed along with standard deviation. The results are
presented in figures 20 and 21. The interaction plot is presented in figure 22. Blue
color is used to represent values for anechoic cases, while brown color is used to
represent values for reverberant cases. The lowest mean was obtained for speech
shaped noise (-8.63 dB SNR) and the highest for traditional babble noise (-5.23 dB
SNR). Thresholds measured for reverberant cases were higher than for anechoic cases.
The differences were 2.31 dB for speech-shaped noise, 2.43 dB for doubled-phase
babble noise and 3.36 dB for traditional babble noise. The ANOVA analysis indicated
that there is a statistically significant difference between the masker types (p < 0.001)
and reverberation (p < 0.001). There is also a significant interaction between them
(p < 0.001).

Figure 20: Mean speech recognition thresholds and standard deviations for each
listening condition.
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Figure 21: Listening test results grouped by the masker type.

Figure 22: Interaction plot.
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4.2 Pupillometry results
Baselines, mean pupil dilation and peak pupil dilation have been computed after
pre-processing and dividing data into the trials. The absolute pupil diameter values
for adults were notably smaller compared to those of young adults. For instance, in
the young adults group, baseline values ranged between 4.23 and 7.06 mm, whereas
in the adults group, the values ranged from 2.68 to 3.95 mm. The smallest average
baseline value for the whole test group was obtained for traditional babble noise
with reverberation (4.91 mm) and the largest for doubled-phase babble noise with
reverberation (5.07 mm). ANOVA analysis indicated that there is a statistically
significant difference between the masker types (p < 0.001) and reverberation (p <
0.001). There is also a significant interaction between them (p < 0.001). Baselines
averaged per condition with 95% confidence intervals are presented in figure 23.
Interaction plot is presented in figure 24.

Figure 23: Baselines with 95% confidence intervals.

Mean dilation values have been computed for the duration of the target speech
in relation to the baselines calculated for each trial. The averaged values varied
from 0.011 mm for anechoic speech-shaped noise to 0.037 mm for anechoic tradi-
tional babble noise. The effect of reverberation on mean dilation values was not
consistent for all the conditions. For speech-shaped noise and doubled-phase babble
noise conditions, presence of reverberation increased the mean dilation values in
comparison to anechoic conditions (0.0003 mm and 0.001 mm respectively). However,
for traditional babble noise a 0.01 mm decrease in mean dilation for a reverberant
condition has been observed. ANOVA analysis revealed significant difference between
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Figure 24: Interaction plot for baselines.

the masker types (p = 0.013) and reverberation (p = 0.01). There is also a significant
interaction between them (p = 0.02). Mean dilation values averaged per condition
with 95% confidence intervals are presented in figure 25. Interaction plot is presented
in figure 26. Peak pupil dilation have been computed for the duration of the target

Figure 25: Mean pupil dilation with 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 26: Interaction plot for mean pupil dilation.

speech in relation to the baselines. The minimum value has been recorded for speech
shaped noise with reverberation (0.17 mm) and the maximum peak was observed
for anechoic traditional babble noise (0.2 mm). For all masker types, a decrease in
peak dilation value for reverberant conditions has been observed in comparison to
anechoic conditions. ANOVA analysis indicated that there is a statistically significant
difference between the masker types (p < 0.001) and reverberation (p < 0.001). There
is also a significant interaction between them (p < 0.001). Peak dilation values
averaged per condition with 95% confidence intervals are presented in figure 27.
Interaction plot is presented in figure 28.

4.3 Discussion
Pupillometry is currently considered as a promising measure of hearing impairments
associated with cognitive deficiencies. In this thesis work, pupil responses were
measured during a speech-in-noise test with three different masker types and re-
verberation. The test group included people from various age groups, with diverse
backgrounds, both neurotypical and neurodivergent. The diversity among partici-
pants in the experiment can be beneficial, as some previous studies reported that
results obtained only from young adults with normal hearing may not be applicable
to a larger and more diverse population.

The results of speech in noise test indicated that reverberation has a detrimen-
tal effect on speech intelligibility. Speech recognition thresholds were found to be
higher in the reverberant conditions compared to the anechoic conditions. The test
results revealed that speech-shaped noise was the most favorable masker type, as
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Figure 27: Peak pupil dilation with 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 28: Interaction plot for peak pupil dilation.

indicated by the measured speech recognition thresholds. Traditional babble noise
was the most detrimental to speech intelligibility. It is likely due to the fact that
babble noise is an energetically constant masker with few temporal glimpses. In
addition, it includes more intelligible parts than doubled-phase babble noise, which
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makes it harder to segregate the streams. Participants commonly commented on
that masker type as "challenging" or "difficult" during the test.

Analysis of the pupillometry results revealed that pupil responses for anechoic con-
ditions are consistent with the speech-in-noise test results. Larger pupil diameters
were associated with conditions with higher speech recognition thresholds. However,
effect of reverberation was found to be dependent on the masker type, which can
be observered in the interaction plots. In some cases, measured pupil sizes were
smaller for reverberant cases than for anechoic cases, which is inconsistent with
the existing listening effort models and some of the previous findings, for example
[42]. The observed inconsistencies are likely attributed to the pre-processing of
the data. Pupillometry, being sensitive to even minor changes in pupil size, makes
the data susceptible to minimal alterations during pre-processing. Various steps
involved in pre-processing can significantly impact the final results. For instance,
the selection and identification of valid data, as well as choosing appropriate filters
for data smoothing, are crucial factors. Interpolation also plays a major role in the
outcomes.

The findings of this thesis demonstrate that pupillometry is a promising comple-
mentary measure to existing hearing diagnostic tools. However, the development of
more detailed and standardized guidelines for pupil data pre-processing is essential
to enhance the reliability and accuracy of pupillometry in clinical settings.

5 Summary
Hearing loss is a growing problem in the population and it has been observed that
standardised methods used in diagnostic hearing evaluation do not always capture
hearing problems experienced by the patients on daily bases. Many recent studies
have been linking hearing loss not only with auditory system impairments, but also
with speech processing problems and cognitive deficiencies. The concept of listening
effort emerged as an attempt to explain the connections between factors such as
acoustically adverse conditions, hearing loss, cognitive impairment and decreased
speech intelligibility.

This thesis work investigated changes in listening effort indicated by the changes
in pupil dilation. Pupillometry was performed with an eye tracker during speech-
in-noise test that included six different listening conditions with three noise types
(speech shaped noise, doubled-phase babble noise, traditional babble noise) presented
both with and without the reverberation. The results of the listening test indicated
detrimental effect of maskers and reverberation on speech intelligibility. Speech
shaped noise was a masker type with the lowest speech recognition threshold and
traditional babble noise - with the highest speech recognition threshold. Measured
mean pupil dilation and peak pupil dilation for anechoic conditions revealed sim-
ilar patterns. The larger sizes of pupils were observed for the masker types with
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higher speech recognition thresholds, which can be associated with greater listening
effort. The effect of the reverberation was found to be somewhat dependent on the
noise type. These observations deviate from the existing listening effort models and
contradict some of the previous findings. The discrepancies in pupillometry results
might have arisen due to data pre-processing. Pupil response measurement captures
minute changes in the diameter, making it highly sensitive to even slight alterations
during data pre-processing. Factors such as selecting and differentiating valid data
from artifacts caused by eye movements, filtering, and interpolation parameters can
significantly impact the final results.

This thesis, together with prior research, demonstrates the valuable insights that
pupillometry can offer regarding speech processing, which may not be captured by
conventional diagnostic tools. Hence, it has the potential to complement existing prac-
tices and methods. However, further research is required to develop comprehensive
guidelines for pupil data pre-processing, enhancing the reliability and applicability
of pupillometry in clinical settings.
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